While some bolts were very loose others required	a quarter of
a turn, and some no turn at all.  Jamieson considered	that a bolt
was tight even if: he tightened it down a quarter of a	turn (Tr.
515) .
Discussion
I find MSHA1s witness Wolford credible.  When he was under
the truck he observed the loose bolts.
While respondent1s witness Conway was under the vehicle with
Wolford at the time of the original inspection, he concedes he did
not count the bolts until a year after the inspection.
Respondent's evidence also includes a mechanical drawing.  It
was no doubt offered to show that there were only 40 one half inch
bolts under the truck bed as per the drawing.  Therefore, with
such evidence, respondent should prevail on this credibility
issue.
I put no credence in the drawing.  The record fails to
reflect when it was prepared.  The drawing shows that three
different dispensing units were welded to the truck but Conway
didn't know when they had been welded.  Without such pivitol
evidence I give zero weight to the drawing.
Further, I give zero weight to Jamieson's testimony: Jamieson
considers a tight bolt to be one that will take a quarter o£ a
turn (Tr. 515),
Respondent's post trial brief strenuously argues that
Wolford's testimony is incredible when contrasted with Conway's
testimony and the drawing.  On the contrary, I credit Wolford's
testimony which clearly shows that "there were 48 bolts I counted
loose and there are other bolts on the truck.  There is a
compressor and dispensing hose rack on the truck and there are
other pieces of equipment mounted on that truck" (Tr. 496-497).
On this basis I conclude there were more than 48 bolts under
the truck at the time of the accident.  Such a direct count of "48
and more" causes me to reject respondent's contrary evidence.
For the foregoing reasons citation 576958 should be affirmed.
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